
JUNE 2020 SUPPLEMENT

        Post-Lockdown  
Survival Supplement:  
How to boost business & keep customers safe



 The OE spare part for start-stop vehicles and luxury cars

8 out of 10 newly manufactured AGM start-stop vehicles come with a VARTA

 Best solution for the aftermarket to offer 1 : 1 replacement

www.varta-automotive.com/en-gb/agm

These car manufacturers fi t VARTA®:

Audi Bentley BMW Bugatti Chevrolet Chrysler Citroën Ferrari 

Fiat Ford GMC Honda Hyundai Jaguar Kia Lamborghini 

Land Rover Maserati Mercedes-Benz Nissan Opel Peugeot Porsche 

Renault Seat Škoda Vauxhall Volkswagen Volvo

It all starts with

https://www.varta-automotive.com/en-gb/technology/agm-battery-technology
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The pandemic continues to touch our lives. As the UK 
relaxes restrictions on our movements gradually, Rob 
Marshall looks at how you can transform challenges 
into opportunities by not only keeping your business 
buoyant but also keeping your customers safe. 

One of the best attributes of the independent aftermarket is 
problem-solving. This characteristic is essential to our survival 
in, perhaps, the most challenging commercial atmosphere of 
modern times. While many independent garages are serving 
non-key workers for the first time in months, thought must 
be given to not only social distancing procedures but also 
marketing strategies. 

The outlook
AT has been asked by readers and advertisers about our 
predictions for the post-COVID-19 future. We repeat one 
commentator's view on the pandemic, in that conducting 
a post-mortem is somewhat tricky, while the 'mortem' is 
ongoing. The virus has not been eradicated and government 
responses are evolving very quickly, with future lock-downs not 
being ruled-out, especially when the winter approaches. 

Interestingly, at the time of writing (early June 2020), limited 
details have been revealed about how the taxpayer will pay 
back the vast sums of borrowing that our nation has sustained 
over the last three months. Consumer belt-tightening is 
inevitable, especially in the likelihood that our economy will 
contract in two consecutive quarters (the formal definition 
of a recession). This is likely to entice customers to seek-out 
used car bargains and pursue better value repairs. Used car 

sales and values have also remained comparatively buoyant 
during the pandemic. As workers strived to avoid public 
transport, demand for sub-£2,000 cars rocketed during the 
spring, according to desparateseller.co.uk, especially in London, 
potentially undermining the capital's current car and van 
scrappage-scheme – for now. However, the independent 
aftermarket cannot afford to be complacent. According to a 
recent survey by GoCompare, two million drivers are worried 
about how they can afford to get their car serviced and 29% 
confessed to delaying essential repairs. 

After suffering a 97% fall in sales, with fewer than 1,000 private 
customers buying new cars during April, the OEMs are hurting 
as well. While many dealerships introduced scrappage schemes 
with no taxpayer subsidies in recent years, car manufacturers, 
which are well accustomed to pleading poverty, are thrusting 
their begging bowls beneath the noses of government once 
again. Monsieur Macron announced an €8bn (£7.1bn) subsidy 
to France's struggling domestic car brands during late May, 
in an aim to not only stimulate demand but also to (rightly, or 
wrongly) refocus car assembly to French plants. This sum does 
not include a proposed £5bn loan for Renault, although it is 
reassuring that Nissan has announced that the Sunderland 
plant will remain open (for now), while it closes one of its major 
plants in Barcelona. Even so, representatives for British OEMs 
are looking across the channel and exerting pressure on the 
UK government to introduce taxpayer-funded enticements 
to boost used car demand on these shores and scrappage 
incentives are possibilities. 

As with 2009's scheme, this may drive customers away from 
independent repairers and into the arms of main dealer 
workshops. So, stimuli to boost new car sales might leach 
customers away from you; how will you fight against this 
challenge? The IAAF emphasises that scrappage is not the 

Post lock-down survival

Whether you remained open over 
the spring lock-down, or not, 

working practices have evolved. 
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answer, especially as the last scheme removed 400,000 
roadworthy vehicles from the road and fewer than 10% of 
the new vehicles that replaced them originated from British 
factories. 

For closer analysis about the light vehicle aftermarket's post 
COVID-19 future, McKinsey and Company's fascinating analysis 
is worth a read, click here. https://www.mckinsey.com/
industries/automotive-and-assembly/our-insights/beyond-
virus-the-road-ahead-for-the-automotive-aftermarket

Looking beyond the fog
Despite the hard times ahead, now may the best time to 
boost your technicians' training in modern Ultra Low Emission 
Vehicles, especially those involving high voltage systems, 
and equip your workshops appropriately. You should also 
accelerate your communications with existing customers and 
reinforce that they can entrust newer cars in your care. For 
starters, making them aware of block-exemption  
https://yourcaryourchoice.co.uk and that you can be trusted 
to keep their manufacturers' warranties intact should cement 
your repute and bolster customer retention, if you do it 
properly. Apart from keeping abreast of the latest aftermarket 
news (and AT's Facebook page is an ideal place to start), never 
ignore your local market and client base. 

Extensions for the MOT but not 
maintenance
The six-months extension applies to any car that has an MOT 
Test expiry between March 20th 2020 and March 29th 2021. 
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-mots-for-
cars-vans-and-motorcycles-due-from-30-march-2020.  
The March-to-March timeframe gives flexibility for future lock-
down plans. Yet, the Department of Transport confirms that 
the situation is 'under constant review’ and could be cancelled 
at any time. Keep aware of updates and make preparations, 
because your workshop could be overwhelmed with an influx 
of tests and associated repair work.

 

Regardless of the extension, many drivers have still had their 
cars retested but even this creates a problem. As we all know, 
a fresh 'ticket' does not guarantee the car's integrity for a 
further twelve months. Getting the message through to regular 
customers that, even if a car is unused, it does not become 
frozen in time and parts deteriorate even when the car is 
tucked away in a cosy garage. In cases where customer cars 
were tested over 12-months ago, inform the owners about 
the differences between an MOT inspection and maintenance 
and invite them to bring their car in for an annual service, at 
the very least. If explained correctly, the move should reassure 
them that you are not looking to profiteer out of the pandemic 
but, instead, you wish to save them money in the longer term, 
prioritise their safety and guard against prosecution for driving 
an unroadworthy vehicle. To help provide you with technical 
evidence, we have liaised with specialists to highlight how 
recent lock-down conditions have affected typical customer 
cars.

 

Counting the cost of standing still
Batteries 
With the restrictions in place, many households with two (or 
more) cars stopped using at least one of them and applied a 
SORN declaration. Even if the engine had not been started for 
several months, battery damage is possible due to power drain 
from the car's electrical system, including the clock, various 
ECUs, alarm and volumetric protection. Batteries also discharge 
naturally at a rate of, approximately, 0.1 volts per month at 10 
degrees Celsius. Lock-down's relatively hot weather and sunny 
conditions would have seen this rate increase.

Breakdown provider, GEM Motoring Assist, told AT that it 
experienced record levels of technical enquiries from the 
public, related to 12-volt batteries during the spring months. 
Inevitably, conflicting information has been circulating online. 
A common nugget advises owners to start their engines and 
let them run for around 15 minutes to recharge the battery. 
Such advice does not consider that the power used to start the 
car has to be replenished and the battery could become even 
more depleted, once the engine is stopped. This is because 

The pandemic has also created opportunities for you to help 
customers with cars that have been laid-up over the spring. This 
rusty handbrake cable was causing the rear brakes to bind, after 
being applied for several months, without the car being moved.

Batteries can be damaged irreparably, by sitting for long periods at 
below a 12.5 volts charge level. Consider offering a battery charge 
and test service. Pictured is a battery's State of Charge being 
assessed but a voltmeter only offers part of the story. ECOBAT's 
One Box, for example, offers a kit of tools to allow you to test, 
charge and replace even modern AGM batteries.

https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/automotive-and-assembly/our-insights/beyond-coronavirus-the-road-ahead-for-the-automotive-aftermarket
http://yourcaryourchoice.co.uk/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-mots-for-cars-vans-motorcycles-due-from-30-march-2020


CORONAVIRUSCOVID-19

Call us for more information on:

The IGA is supporting independent garages through the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Find everything you need to �ght
the virus at: IndependentGarageAssociation.co.uk

CORONAVIRUS
The IGA is supporting independent garages through the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Find everything you need to �ght

IndependentGarageAssociation.co.uk

http://www.independentgarageassociation.co.uk/
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With the government advising commuters to avoid public transport, 
people will now need their cars more than ever.
There may be 6 months grace on MOTs, but this doesn’t mean that 
vehicles due a test are safe and roadworthy. 
There is now a backlog of testing, servicing and essential repairs to 
catch up on, so it’s time for the UK aftermarket to get back to work 
looking after their customer’s personal key worker: their car or van.
To help garages do this safely and professionally, Schaeffler is 
distributing 2,000 BACK>ON TRACK essentials packs plus 3,000 
poster sets to independent workshops around the country.
Click to register for your free poster pack.

www.repxpert.co.uk  |  www.schaeffler.co.uk/aftermarket

Helping UK garages get
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experts, such as Varta, advise that it takes around 30 minutes 
driving to replenish the energy taken from the battery to start 
the engine alone.

The lock-down would have exacerbated sulphation. Effectively, 
this deposit builds on the lead-based paste within the battery, 
forming a barrier between the material and the acid electrolyte. 
This situation robs the battery of capacity (amps). The rate of 
sulphation depends on how long the battery's state of charge 
falls below 12.5 volts. Intelligent smart charger algorithms 
can remove sulphation but the success rate depends on how 
well-established the crystals have become. ECOBAT advises 
that flat batteries might have become so discharged that acid 
stratification can occur, where the acid and water components 
within the electrolyte separate, reducing the battery's capacity 
even further. While AGM (Advanced Glass Mat) batteries are not 
as prone to sulphation as flooded designs, they are still affected 
and their relatively high replacement costs mean that they still 
require care.

As the gradual loss of battery capacity (CCA) might not be 
evident to the owner until winter arrives, you might wish to 
create a 'battery hotel' service. Communicate to the customer 
that even modern smart alternators cannot guarantee that 
the battery is fully-charged, which is why using an externally-
powered smart charger periodically reduces sulphation and 
maximises battery life.  AT investigates batteries and chargers 
in more detail in our September issue but, for now, it is worth 
considering testing both battery state of charge (volts) but also 
state of health (amps) on cars that enter your workshop from 
now until wintertime. A problem with this, is that the battery 
needs to be charged fully to yield accurate state of health 
results. We shall look more into these battery checks in the 
September issue.

As ECOBAT discovered that fewer than one in ten technicians 
could provide the correct meanings for the acronyms SLI 
(Starter Light Ignition), EFB (Enhanced Flooded Battery) and 
AGM (Advanced Glass Mat), now may be a good time to 
reacquaint yourself with not only the theory but also the 
replacement procedures. While September’s AT investigation 
will help you with this, the main point is not to downgrade 
battery technology types. Replacing an AGM battery with 
an EFB, for example, is not a wise move. You will also have 
to reset the smart alternator algorithm, if required. If your 
equipment requires upgrading, consider ECOBAT's One Box 
kit, which features on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=EyAwPUAljWA&t=1s 

For Plug-In Hybrids and EVs, query if the customer has left 
the high-voltage battery pack connected to a mains charger 
throughout lock-down. If so, check the battery's state-of-health 
diagnostically and advise accordingly. High voltage battery 
packs use different chemical compositions than SLI, EFB and 
AGM lead-acid technologies and, unlike 12-volt batteries, they 
prefer not to be kept fully-charged for long periods. While the 
handbook should be consulted for specific advice, most types 
tend to prefer being maintained at a 50% to 80% charge level, 
when unused. This advice is worth passing-on, should we be 
forced to endure future lock-downs.

Tyres, brakes and fluids 
Rusted brake pads and discs should be less of a concern, 
considering the fine weather that graced us over the spring. 
The exception to this may be already rusted handbrake cables 
and calliper levers/springs, which may have seized partially, 
especially if the park-brake was applied for weeks on end. Make 
a note to check that these parts move freely at service time 
and lubricate, or replace, them as necessary. Brake fluid that has 
not been changed every other year will tend to have a higher 
moisture content, which exacerbates corrosion within the 
brake system, although the most recent lock-down is unlikely 
to make this any worse than usual.

In addition, emphasise basic checks on cars that are returning 
to the road for the first time in several months.  Tyres can 
suffer from perishing and flat-spots, when left standing for 
long periods and lose air pressure naturally. When adjusting 
pressures, do not forget to reset Tyre Pressure Monitoring 
Systems, on designs that do not utilise sensors within the 
tyre valves. Wiper blades can still perish in sunlight and, if no 
screen-wash has been added to the reservoir, the water can 
stagnate, causing Legionella bacteria to flourish, which can 
enter the cabin and cause Legionnaires' disease. The condition 
weakens the lungs, which can have serious implications, if the 
owner catches the coronavirus subsequently.

HVAC systems 
The hygiene implications do not stop solely with the screen-
wash system. Richard Doran from Primalec explains that 
unused vehicles can develop a musty aroma that originates 
from water leaks and condensation. Additionally, bacterial 
growth that can develop on the air conditioning evaporator 
(behind the dashboard) might have multiplied during lock-
down. While setting off an air-con anti-bacterial 'bomb' 
aerosol is a quick and easy approach, Richard warns that the 
contents of these total release sprays are not guaranteed to 

Lubricants deteriorate quicker with 
regular short trips. Engine oil also 

accumulates higher deposit levels, 
making engine flush additives at 

service time all the more valuable to 
extend the new oil's lifespan.

Petrol oxidises after only a few weeks and this can produce 
additional deposits on fuel injector tips. Elderly diesel also courts 
bacterial growth and so it may be worth replacing the fuel filter 
(pictured), even if it is only a year old.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EyAwPUAljWA&t=1s


With the government advising commuters to avoid public transport, 
people will now need their cars more than ever.
There may be 6 months grace on MOTs, but this doesn’t mean that 
vehicles due a test are safe and roadworthy. 
There is now a backlog of testing, servicing and essential repairs to 
catch up on, so it’s time for the UK aftermarket to get back to work 
looking after their customer’s personal key worker: their car or van.
To help garages do this safely and professionally, Schaeffler is 
distributing 2,000 BACK>ON TRACK essentials packs plus 3,000 
poster sets to independent workshops around the country.
Click to register for your free poster pack.

www.repxpert.co.uk  |  www.schaeffler.co.uk/aftermarket

Helping UK garages get

https://schaeffler.typeform.com/to/hAihfO
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reach the evaporator chamber and air channels. Primalec's 
purifier machine offers a potential solution, which uses ozone 
to sanitise the interior. While the process takes 20-40 minutes, 
it is fully automated and penetrates not only the air ventilation 
ducts (including the evaporator) but it also kills bacteria in 
upholstery and the carpets. The purifier treatment can be used 
as an extra reassurance to the customer after the technician 
has sanitised the hard surfaces of the interior, before handing 
back the vehicle.

Air conditioning systems do not tolerate prolonged rest 
periods, which tends to promote refrigerant leakage. With this 
in mind, you can perform several checks as a low cost (or even 
free) upsell to your annual service rate. The operations range 
from simply measuring air passing from a dashboard air vent, 
to verification that the system is chilling the air effectively and 
checking the refrigerant pressures. Yet, the chances are that 
some customers may not have used their air conditioning 
equipment since last summer. Primalec advises that, because 
most air conditioning fluids are hygroscopic, close any lids 
tightly after opening, do not buy in excessively large quantities 
that will last you over two weeks and do not use fluids with 
expired use-by dates.

Counting the cost of short runs:
Lubrication 
Even the latest engines prefer oil and water to be hot and short 
runs raise wear levels. As many owners do not appreciate that 
burning a litre of petrol creates a litre of water, some of this 
moisture ends-up contaminating the oil. This also accelerates 
cylinder bore wear. Due to the oil taking far longer to reach its 
optimum temperature from cold, compared to coolant, short 
journeys might not evaporate the moisture. Cold engines also 
tend to create more combustion deposits and acids, which 
the engine oil must address. This is why most (if not all) car 
handbooks recommend more frequent servicing, should the 
vehicle undertake frequent low mileage trips. Highlighting that 
maintenance (including timing belt replacement intervals) is 
not only mileage but also time-dependent is something that 
many car owners fail to grasp.

Exhausts and DPFs 
For petrol engines, including hybrids, water released from the 
petrol also condenses within the exhaust system. On longer 
trips, the system becomes sufficiently hot to evaporate the 
water, so it escapes from the tailpipe as steam. However, on 
short runs, the moisture cannot get hot enough and rusts the 

system from the inside, out. As expected, the coolest part of 
the system is the most vulnerable, so pay special attention to 
the back-box for corrosion. 

Most technicians understand the effect of short journeys on 
DPFs. As they rely on high temperatures to vapourise soot that 
is trapped by the filter, you might wish to recommend that a 
DPF regenerator additive is dosed into the diesel. However, 
DPF Doctor, Darren Darling  https://www.linkedin.com/posts/
jlm-lubricants_covid19-workfromhome-staysafe-activity-
6665527551424819200-7fRd is emphatic that these additives 
should never be overdosed, as well as explaining which 
additives offered by JLM Lubricants can be used not only to 
cure faults but also as preventative measures. When endorsing 
a longer journey to encourage an Active Regeneration, 
recommend that the owner drives the car in a manner 
described in the handbook. Usually, this involves a constant 
speed at a constant load and not giving the car a sound 
thrashing, as if it is undergoing the final lap of a banger race.

 

 
Post lock-down workshop 
procedures
Many organisations have published advice on how to protect 
yourselves, colleagues and customers. By the time you read 
this, you have likely established procedures for the workshop. 
Yet, are you doing things right? Many organisations have 
put-together advice but the sheer volume of material can 
be confusing. Therefore, we accumulated the most pertinent 
weblinks:

During mid-May, the GEA, IAAF, IMI, SMTA and the SMMT 
developed guidance and best practice specifically for the 
automotive aftermarket. https://www.smmt.co.uk/wp-content/
uploads/sites/2/SMMT_GEA_IAAF_IMI_SMTA_Industry-
Guidance-COVID-19-Automotive-Aftermarket-Restart.pdf

This is in addition to the general government advice provided, 
such as advice on carrying-out MOT Tests safely, which can be 
viewed here:  https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-mot-
centre-and-tester-guidance/. 

Primalec's purifier machine promises to offer a more thorough 
anti-bacterial interior cleanse than a conventional air 
conditioning aerosol 'bomb'.

Standing still can affect paintwork. Tree sap, bird muck and 
iron fallout are all injurious to the finish. Ideally, a proper 
detailing exercise must remove these contaminations before any 
rectification is carried-out. Polishing and waxing are the final 
steps.

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/jlm-lubricants_covid19-workfromhome-staysafe-activity-6665527551424819200-7fRd/
https://www.smmt.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/SMMT_GEA_IAAF_IMI_SMTA_Industry-Guidance-COVID-19-Automotive-Aftermarket-Restart.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-mot-centre-and-tester-guidance/
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Furthermore, Allianz Insurance provides useful 
advice on restarting your garage at: http://
independentgarageassociation.co.uk/uploads/documents/
Covid-19_Re-starting_Business_-_Guidance_for_Motor_
Traders_-_Allianz_.pdf.

Lawgistics' advice http://www.lawgistics.co.uk/media/
documents/Simple%20Guidance%20for%20Employees.
pdf, also includes an employee risk assessment http://www.
lawgistics.co.uk/media/documents/Risk%20Assessment%20
Employee%20Exposure%20to%20COVID-19.pdf  
We also like the IGA's site that includes the latest advice links  
http://www.independentgarageassociation.co.uk/page/covid-
19-coronavirus-guidance-for-independent-garages  
The RMIF and the IGA has also reported that it is establishing 
a COVID-19 compliance scheme, which will be ready during 
June. The organisation has also prepared a useful overview 
document. 

If you own your workshop, the SMMT's latest advice for 
business support can be viewed here: http://www.smmt.co.uk/
industry-topics/covid-19-automotive-business-support/.

Naturally, be aware of other businesses' practices, as 
representatives may venture onto your premises. The 
GEA, for example, has issued assistance to engineers that 
carry-out calibrations, safety inspections and repairs to 
garage equipment. However, you need to ensure that your 
contractor's policies do not contravene your own. This should 
form part of your risk assessments. The GEA reminded AT 
that, currently, the DVSA is permitting Vehicle Test Stations 
to use inspection equipment, even if the calibration due 

date has expired, provided that it continues to operate as 
per its intended design. To date, the DVSA has not given any 
guidelines on when it will revoke this concession but it is 
thought that this will occur soon, so be prepared. Potentially, 
thousands of overdue calibrations may need to be performed 
in a very short timeframe.

Finally, we return to a point made close to the beginning of 
this supplement. While government, technicians, garages 
and customers concur that each vehicle must be sanitised 
thoroughly after work has been completed, who should foot 
the bill? According to the trade fleet car press, garages see 
sanitising as an extra cost but not one that they should bear. 
Customers feel the same. AT welcomes your feedback about 
how you are managing the cost of sanitisation and, if you are 
passing-on the cost, how your trade and private patrons are 
reacting. As always, check-out AT's Facebook page:  
www.facebook.com/Autotechmagazine for the latest 
updates as they are announced.

Major suppliers have 
also been supporting 
the aftermarket 
garage network. 
Schaeffler's REPXPERT 
UK, for example, has 
been distributing 
2,000 free workshop 
Back>On Track 
essential packs, the 
allocation of which ran-out on 
June 1st. At the time of writing, poster packs are 
still available via their website here.

http://www.independentgarageassociation.co.uk/uploads/documents/Covid-19_Re-starting_Business_-_Guidance_for_Motor_Traders_-_Allianz_.pdf
http://www.lawgistics.co.uk/media/documents/Simple%20Guidance%20for%20Employees.pdf
http://www.lawgistics.co.uk/media/documents/Risk%20Assessment%20Employee%20Exposure%20to%20COVID-19.pdf
https://www.smmt.co.uk/industry-topics/covid-19-automotive-business-support/
https://schaeffler.typeform.com/to/hAihfO
https://uk.ecobat.tech/
http://www.facebook.com/Autotechmagazine
http://www.independentgarageassociation.co.uk/page/covid-19-coronavirus-guidance-for-independent-garages


Spring out of Lockdown!
Time to check and service your customers’ air conditioners
ready for the road back to normality.
● Check system pressures and vent temperatures
● Check for leaks
● Check refrigerant and oil quality
● Recover refrigerant, evacuate air & moisture
● Recharge refrigerant and lost oil
● Re-check system pressures and vent temperatures
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Kills germs,
removes bad odours

Purifier harnesses the natural germicidal and disinfecting
power of ozone (O3) to cleanse vehicles of
● Viruses, Bacteria, and other Germs
● Odours of all kinds
● Tobacco smoke and allergens

It purifies the air, destroying contaminants on hard surfaces
and upholstery and in the hidden air channels where
unpleasant odours often accumulate.

Ozone - the second most powerful steriliser in the world
- is the right choice for vehicle sanitising. 

Purifier’s internal UV-C light source generates ozone at
just the right concentrations to sanitise and deodorise
vehicle cabins safely. No chemicals.

KEEP CLEAN, KEEP SAFE
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